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Probes -~hic(lgo ·Crash·
I

CHICAGO
(UPI)-Federal
investigators Sunday atteml')ted to
restage the circumstances of the
worst elevated train c Chicago
·history; ·a rush hour collision that
· killed 11 persons and injured nearly
200 others. ·
·

•

Vice Chairman. Kay Bailey of the
National Transportation · Safety
Board said tests at the scene of the
·crash in the city's loop would be
conducted just after dusk,' about
the time a train bumped the rear of
another train on · a sharp curve
Friday.

saying an automatic w.arni~g
system was working but that he dtd
oot see the first train and could not
stop before r~mming it.

· M;,utin, a nine-ye_ar CTA veter~n,
··1>-e~?re. completum of the m· ,vesttgattons.
. Acting Cbi~ago Mayor Michael
'Bilandic accompanied the inBut Elmer Garner, head of· the .'vestigators during part of their
railroad division ofthe NTSB, said · work Sunday. Bilandic · was
the CTA re'Cords . showed that the
motorman violated a rule and failed
to get permissi~n from his superiors .
to move forward. after ,he .had
stopped the train because of a
warning light;

Martin was in .serious condition
Northwestern Memorial Hospital.
NTSB investigators went. to the .
CTA's yards in suburban Skokie
The collision jumped four
Sunday to . examine the cars incrowded cars off the tracks, two of ·
volved in the crash and the safety
them thudding to the ~treet below;
equipment in the train cab designed
to prevent. such accidents.
Transit authority officials
Saturday blamed "human error"
The cars showed little aamage on
for the crash and said · safety the outside, and the cab signal
equipment was working properly. system-which triggers a red light
Federal ,inves~igators hope to in the cab if a train comes within
determine
the approximate 300 feet of another-appeared to be·
visibility at. the time of the accident intact. But Hubert Jewell, head of
and the braking conditions ..
the federal · investigation, said
investigators plan to "tear the
whole thing apart" before they
Chicago transit authority reach any conclusions.
chairman James J. McDonough
McDonough said no disciplinary
quoted the train's hospitalized
action
would be taken against
motorman, Steven Martin, as

Bilandic also planned to meet
with members of the Ulinois

Congressional delegation and U.S.
Secretary of Transportation Brock
Adams while in Washington.
CTA spokesman Tom Buck said,
"We don't expect any ill effects on
ridership at all" as result of the
crash.

·Ne\N Mexico.
DAILY~.!~
Monday, February 7, 19.77 ·
. ''--"'~

...

·During 33rd Session

Bills -Pile Up in Santa Fe

By Dolores Wood
SANTA FE-Severa! bills introduced in the New Mexico State
Legislature' this year are of special
interest to students. While none of
these have been . acted upon yet,
below are some of the bills to
watch.
The semi-annual introduction of
a 19-year 'old liquor law is sponsored this year by Sen. Eddie
Bar boa.
A house joint resolution was
introduced by Rep. Daniel Lyonsto
lower to 18 the age requirement for
members of the legislature.
A bill was introduced to waive
By Tom Kensler.
tuition fees . for residents of New
Physical-plant workers are building wooden ramps with railings in the Mexico who are 60 or over when
New Mexico Union's old bowling area to give those in wheelchairs access. they enroll in state universities.
· to the SUB Tht:atr~1~..s· - *
·
•
• •
• ·
~ · · · ·· . ··~A" 'bill ·lias ·been · intro'd'uced · t6
'. The ramps are scheduled to be completed whhin .two weeks~ They will raise the:"age for admittance into
bridge the 18-inch depression tl:tat had been a bowling alley on the south pool halls from 18 to 21. ''Wiioever
end of the ground floor:
commits loitering of minors is
New Mexico Union Associate Director Betty Neher said the ramps will guilty of a petty misdemeanor," the
be temporary because an elev .tor is planned for the south end of the bill reads.
building.
.
. Changes in landlord-tenant
A state building code requires that an'y new or remodeled public 'relations are proposed in a
building must' be accessible to the handicapped: To fulfill this bi1lintroduced by Rep. Joseph
requirement, an elevator was included in the first phase of the New Mexico Mercer. The bill introduced in the
Union's mast:r plan. Mrs. Neher said that the elevator shaft has been House, propo~~s allowing .the
completed, but that aiJ phase-one money has been spent, leaving no funds owner of an establi.shment to
for the elevator itse f.
terminate a lease agreement upon
She said the decision to build the ramps rather than to complete the the second breach by theresident.
elevator was based ''due to the other priorities and projects." Projects in- Formerly, if the breach was
eluded in phase-one are the main-floor kitchen, the new ticket office and remedial by repairs or damage
information center, student activity offices, and the Adobe Lounge.
payments and the tenant paid the
Installation of the elevator will not begin until the second phase is finan- landlord back before the specified
ced, and that may not be for two years, Mrs. Neher said. But tbe ramps date in thenotice, the breach was
should be-sufficient until then, she said.
· ·
not cause for eviction.

--~-

scheduled to meet with President
Carter in WashingtOJ:J. on Monday
to discuss public transportation,
but he refused to say whether the
meeting is r.elated to the crash.

SUB. .Ramp Built
For Handicapped

..-----Gas Prices A:ffect

I'
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By Mark Dalen·
The University is going to try to
keep the costs the same for dormitory residents next fall despite
recent increases in the price of
· natural gas,- said Robert A. Shulte,
director of Food Service and
Residence Halls.
Shulte said that utilities for the
Housing area, 60 per cent of which
use natural sal' for heating and
cooling the residence halls, amount
to 20 per cent of the housing
budget, $250,000 for a 12-nionth
•, period. Any cost increase in this
area would be reflected in a change
in the price charged students in the
residence halls, Shulte said.
For the present fiscal year Shulte
said he and Flo WilliaiJls, director
of lJNM's physical plant, are
"hoping to keep room and board at
a break-even position." Williams
said that for the 1977 fiscal year··
they had anticipated paying as
much as $LOS per 1000 cubic feet
of· gas, and that the highest price
they have yet paid is $1.17 per 1000
cubic feet in .C~cember. ·
Williams also· said that, with
price controls enacted, "God only
knows what wil.l happen in the ne~t
two or three months."

A bill asking that civil damages have another form of proof of
be awarded to merchants from financial security that is acceptable
shoplifters has. been introduced in . under the Motor Vehicle Financial
the :house. ·The bill would make any · Security Act. The ·penalty for
adult who shoplifts, or the parent failure to comp)y with the law
of a minor who shoplifts civilly would be not less than $100 and not
liable for the retail value of the more than $1000, or imprisonment
merchandise plus punitive damages for not more than one year.
of not less than $100 nor more than
A bill to change the helmet law
$200. The shoplifter is also for motorcycle riders was inresponsible for the costs of the suit traduced in both the senate and the
and reasonable attorney's fees.
house. The bill would provide that
An appropriation request of no one under the age of eighteen
$200,000 from the general fund to could ride without a helmet. This is
the medical'student loan fund was a change from the present
made in the house. The loans are regulations requiring anyone who
given out by the Board of rides a motorcycle to wear a helmet.
Educational Finance.
A bill introduced in the Senate
would require owners and
operators of motor vehicles to
provide proof of financial security.
The owner must have insurance or

Smo·kers
Light Up

UNM-~ In Dorms
LAWRENCE, Kan.-Supervisors in a state-owned dormitory at
the University of Kansas have given
up trying to stop stu-dents from
smoking marijuana. They simply
tell them now to put a 'towel under
the room door so it can'.t..,be smelled
in t.he hallway, according to the
student newspaper.
Interviews by the University
Daily Kansas with resident
· .assistants -upper classmen who
receive room and board to serve as
supervisors-indicate smoking is so
widespread in some residence halls
that they cannot realistically enforce a university policy against it.
'~There's so much Of it," said
Tom Egan, an RA at Hashinger
Hall which caters to fine arts
students by providing studios for
their projects.
"This dorm may be a little more
' lenient because of the types of
people who live here,'' Egan said.
He estimated that 80 per cent of
Hashinger residents have at least
tried marijuana and said the staff
does· not take action unless it
receives a complaint. The residents
are asked to cover up the smell
because it's impossible tostopthem
from smoking; he said.
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Ac·curacy
Of 'Roots'
Doubted

CHAPEL
HILL,
N.C.
(UPI)-The television production
of "Roots" successfully explored
certain aspects of slavery, says a
1Jniversity of North Carolina
history professor, but he would give
the show a "D-minus" for
historical accuracy. ·
•
Dr. · Joel
Williamson,
a
· recognized authority on Black
history and race relations, said he
was . not criticiVg author Alex
Haley, "only. the Hollywood
types."
For example, Williamson said,
the television show said the Nat
Turner rebellion was in 1841, when
it actually occured in 1831.
Williamson was particularly
critiCal of the portrayal of Old
George, the poor White who
associated and lived with Black
slaves.
"I'm sure it happened now and
again in the whole South, but you
shouldn't think a poor White
associating with, and living with,
Black slaves was a normal thing.
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By Uniteri Press lntBrnational

Cuba Beckoning Tourism
ARLINGTON, Va.-A travel agent who recently took 20
colleagues on a tour of Cuba, including a visit to the Bay of Pigs, said
Sunday the island is ready to accept U.S. tourists who want to see
Fidel Castro's communist regime firsthand.
.
Trips to Cuba by American citizens currently are banned, but the
prohibition will expire March 15 unless it is renewed.
"Cuba is ready for tourism today," said Alex Lopez of Global
Travel Inc., adding 50 new hotels were under construction and the
country liad a goal of 300,000tourists a year by 1980.
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Arms A'greement Stressed
MOSCOW-A senior Soviet official has warned that failure of the
United States and Soviet Union to conclude a new Strategic Arms
Limitation Agreement soon could accelerate the arms race and see the
introduction of new weapons of' 'mass destruction."
At the same time, George Arbatov, director of the Institute of the
U.S.A. and Canada, charged it is the United States and not the Soviet
Union that has always tried to achieve military superiority over the
other.
·

,-----

Chicano Studies Discusses ,Policy Board
By Robert M. Jackson
approval is given by Chicano
The formation and election of a Studies members,
15-member policy board and the
Jaime Chavez, a third-year UNM
future of Ezequiel Lopez, a former law· student, suggested the steps he
UNM part-time lecturer, were thought the Chicano Studies
discussed at a recent Chicano prdgram should take so that Lopez
Studies policy meeting.
would be given his pr.oper rights
The Chicano Studies Proposal under the law.
Committee, at a policy meeting
· Lopez's job as a part-time lecFeb. 1, set the standards for the turer at UNM was supposedly
election of a . IS-member· policy cancelled because of his outspoken
board consisting of faculty, stand against University Regents at
students and community persons,
a meeting held last semester,
A four-member election com- · Chavez said ..
mittee was set up to organize the
He said a letter was sent to Arts
election procedure,. process ballots - and Sciences chairman, Nathaniel
-and publicize the election.
Wolman asking for a hearing for
Nominations for the policy- Lopez. ·The hearing would show
board membership were scheduled why Lopez' contract for the spring
Tuesday, Feb. 15, at the Chicano semester of 1977 was not renewed.
Studies Center. The election is
Chavez said that Wolman replied
scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 22.
that, because Lopez .was a part-time
Non-Chicanos would ,be able to faculty member, Wolman had no
vote under two conditions: if one such obligation to grant him a
could show that he abides by the hearing.
rules governing the Chicano Studies
Because of this reply, Chavez
or if a two-thirds vote
three courses of action
There will be a Citizens Against Non-returnables
meeting Monday night at 7:30 a_t the PJRG office on
107 Cornell SE. All interested are welcome.

Crowd Opposes
Indira Gan.dhi
.
NEW DELHI, India-Two prominent political opponents of
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi called Sunday for her ouster from
power in the coming national elections, telling a crowd of 200,000
that the choice is "between democracy and dictatorship, between
freedom and slavery."
The crowd was twice the size of the one that heard Mrs. Gandhi
Saturday on the same site and four times as big as one last Sunday
when the opposition launched its campaign.

There will be a DOC meeting Tues., Feb, 8, at 3:45
p.m. in rm. 250A or the SUB. A project that gives
practical aid to the disabled will be discussed.

:

iI -1.
i

Dr. Charles Hyder is holdiilg a public meeting at
8:00p.m. Monday, Feb, 7 at the University Heights
church basement. He will discuss nuclear waste
disposal in N.M.

The ASUNM Presidential Appointments Com·
mittcc will meet on Mond'ay, Feb. 7 at 3:00p.m. in
room 250-B of the SUB. The public is welcomed.

be taken. He said that Chicano
Studies should do awaywith all of
the administrative channels, including petitions and different
committee pressure. He said they
are, going directly to the faculty and

students themselves.
Step two would refer the problem
to the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission.
If all of this failed, Chavez said a
federal suit would be filed. based

I

on a post Civil War statute that
denied a person the right to contra~! because of race.
Those at the meeting were in
complete agreement that these three
courses of action should be taken.

Students Alternate Work, School
In Bu,siness Co-Op Program
By Paul Bidwell
There are only two students in
the new Business and Admin.istrative Sciences' cooperative
education program but the
program's director expects the
program to expand to about 15 this
summer.
Lonnie Theye, director of the
engineering co-op program, will
also head the business program
which began last Jan. 1 and is
similar to the engineering program.
The program gives students an
opportunity to alternate semesters
of full-time college studies with .
work for a company in their major
field. The engineering program
began in 1969.
·
T)1eye said there are ·generally
more jobs available than students
for them, but "the longer you wait

New Concepts Considered

to apply the harder it is to get one
of the good jobs because they go
fast." Applications may be picked
up in Rm. 317 of -Farris
Engineering Center. There is no

deadline.
The idea for the program came
from
the
ATM
Business
Association,· a Chicano business
organ·ization on campus.

Charter to Europe
2 to 9 weeks - From $379
2 weeks guided European Tour
Inclusive $560 plus flight
For information write

INTERTOUR
1308 Don Diego
Sante Fe, N M 87501
505-983-8534

1/2· Off Or Footlong Hotdog

Any Lo.rge Burger

WASHINGTON-The government is spending $2 mi;!ion to help
evaluate a concept in which criminals, instead of being sent to jail are
ordered to repay their victims through work.
'
Richard Velde, chief of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, said Sunday this form of justice is a ''much more
positive approach to rehabilitation."
The LEAA said it has issued $2 million in grants to help finance a
two-year evaluation of the concept in seven states-California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts and Oregon.
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Buy I Slice of Pizza

Lucky's Pizza

Get One F'REE!
Delicious Pepperoni Pizza

Home of the Original Handmade Pizza
4513 Central NE
256-9953

Expires Feb 13

One Coupon Per Customer

2608 Central SE
8524/ndian School NE
3920 Central SE
6301 Meflllul NE

Free 25c Drink

Reg.

with 1/4 lb. Burger & Coupon
Expires Sunday, Feb. 51 197t

Offer good through February 20,1977

Dairy Queen* braziet:
has it all
Food and Dessert

'

Int.

·Ste~

·1400 San Pedro NE

268-7895
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Regular Size
SUNDAES
for the price of one
With this coupon
Valid only at 2300 Central or 12!h & 1-40
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FREE SMALL DRINK
with any sandwich

Coffee House Friday and Saturday Nites
ine Entertainment

{except Crown, Inflation & He~lth Spa)
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Any Grinder or Pocket
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Case of- Extremes

Letters
fditQrials

Perspective

Daily Lobo

OJ>inions

Editorial

Review by Thomas Lindsey
This album is at once both lovely
(in spots) and preposterous. It is
"lovely" in the sense that there are
a great many exquisite melodies
here, it is extremely well
engineered, and Phil Woods' alto is
very pretty in several places (though
inspired in none). Preposterous in
the sense that. while much ado is
made (in the liner notes) it is apparently over nothing.
The idea is an alleged "triumph"
of close-thinking/ feeling musicians
in a sort of "J azz/Brazillian"
fusion; the fact is that they have
come up ,with a collection of songs
done up so mushy (at best one
could characterize Gunner's string
arrangements as lavish; overly
lavish).
I still like "mushy," and with
such pretense (I mean J obim or
Gimbel, or DeMoraes? Ok! But
Jan is .Ian?? I love her music, but
Brazilian she ain't!), that their

Whee.ls of Action
The ASUNM Senate last week postponed action 'to have the New
Mexico Union Building red tagged and closed down by the state. At its
meeting Jan. 26 it had said it would ask for the red tagging if the Union did
not make the SUB Theatre and the ASA Gallery accessible for students in·
wheelchairs by the end of last week .

..,.·
~
Well, the end of last week came and the necessary modifications were
d:: not made.

The Senate, however, decided notto ask for the red tagging and closure
of the SUB immediately. They decided instead to mount a cam~aign to
show student and community support for the modifications to make this
area accessible to wheelchairs.
They asked senators and students to call Ned Ross at the Physical Plant,
277-2421, and tell him tha.t they want the area to be wheelchair accessible.
We agree with this line of attack. There is nothing anyone hates more
than to have to listen to people yell at them all day about something which
is in their power to change. So this seeriis a logical solution.
However, we urge the Senate not to lose sight of the possibility of red
tagging the building, should a telephone campaign fail.

-Handicapped people have been neglected for too long, and it is time

· "Fioresta Canto"/Phil Woods;. accomplishments apparently belie
·
.
with
Chris
Gunning their intent.
In the early sixties there was a
Orchestra/RCA!BGLJ-1800.
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that we all help them in their struggle for mobility.
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Throw-Away Society May Face Change

Best of Schmuck
Judith
Rossner/To
the
. Precipice/Popular Library/318 pp.
$1..75.

Fighting
Back
By Rebelii.QJr Szymanski
Clare, who is a senior in high school, switched the kitchen light off and
walked into the den where. the rest of the family was watching TV. She
had just finished her homework. The room was dark except for the flickers
of light that flew from the TV screen.
"Charlie's Angels" were busy breaking up a prostitution ring and the
family stared intently into the lights, ready to offefany ne,eded assistance
in solving the case.
Clare jiggled the ice around in her glass and kneeled down next to her
sister on the floor in front of the TV.
"God. Isn't Farrah-Fawcett beautiful?" her sister breathed. "Don't you
wish you looked like her?"
"She's got shit for brains," Clare whispered back.
Her sister turned her head around sharply and sat up. "She does not.
You're just jealous. You should've seen her a few minutes ago. This guy
was chasing her, so she just turned around and kicked him right in the
head with her boot. I think she's smart."
Clare took a drink from her glass and stared at the TV. The scene ended
for a station break. Red faded onto the screen and slowly started to twitch.
It was a set of scarlet-coated, Max Factor lips.
"Wouldn't you really rather .. .'' a voice drooled. "SAVE!!! BOP, BOP,
TAW, DAWII!" A bright flash of blue lit up the room. Everyone jumped
back in their seats. Someone dropped their ice cream on the floor and the
dog ran to lap it up.
""Grossi" Clare's little sister yelled. "The dog is getting sick."
"So is everyone else," Clare's father said. 'Turn the channel and would
someone get a sponge and wipe this mess up?"
" ... oh yeah, wouldn't you REALLY RATHER SAVEl with a Ken Schultze Buick, D('-W, DAW, DUM, DUM, De DUM/' blared from thu TV.
"Don't turn it," Clare's sister protested. "Farrah-Fawcett hasn't caught
the pimp yet."
·
"How come those girls are on TV?" Clare's father asked. "I just saw
them last Saturday dancing in the Pit. Aren't they supposed to be
cheerleaders for UNM?"
"They're the Chaparrals," Clare's little sister said. "Aren't they pretty?
They all have hairstyles sort of like Farrah-Fawcett, don:t they? I'm gonna
be a Chaparral when I get to college."
The Chaparral commercial blended into the next. The room darkened
once agaiil and everyone settled back down into their chairs.
"Looking for a smooth pickup?" another voice drooled from the TV. A
mass of flesh was spread over the entire screen. It was a big woman with
bare shoulders, except for the black straps pinched over them.
Clare's father curled his lip. Clare's little brother pulled his T-shirt down
over his shoulder and winked his eye. "Give me an L-O·B-0," he swivelled
his hips around. "What's that spell? It spells U-N-.M."
Clare's little sister reached over and slapped his panUeg. "You twit!
That blonde woman's not a Chaparral. She's already been one, I think.
She probably graduated from UNM a few years ago and now she's doing
TV commercials on her own."
"Is that what you learn at UNM?'' Clare's little brother asked.
--

--

radio, television, and newspaper
reporters will provide media
coverage. For details, call the
P.I.R.G. office at 277-2758.
Passage of the bottle bill in New
Mexico may have national impact.
If just one or two more states do so,
beverage distribution would be so
hampered by different sets of
regulations that the beverage industry would likely shrug and
resign itself to the enactment of a
national bill as the lesser of two
evils. For this reason, their lobbying
efforts can be expected to be quite
stroll9•. And for this same re!Jspn, "
ahy actions which we take 'in the
state will have a very amplified importance.
Our state is playing a leading role
in the research, development, and
production of nuclear, solar, gas,
coal and geothermal energy. It is
·only appropriate that we should
lead the way in its conservation as
)Nell.
Rafael Harpaz

by Garry Trudeau
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Review by Lynda Sparber
To the Precipice is irritating to
read. It was so annoying that I
stayed up until 5 a.m. to finish it,
just to get it out of the way.
Precipice is a definite deviation
from Rossner's bookstand hit
Looking for Mr. Goodbar, but still
has the same basic theme: Jewish
girl rises from her surroundings in
search of the elusive "something
better."

6:00-Channel 5: Firing Line
(Latin in the Catholic liturgy.)
7:00-Channel 4: Hall of
Fame ("Emily, Emily" Sequel
to "Teacher, Teacher" focuses
on the love of retarded teen for
his teacher.)
8:00-Channel 7: Movie
("How the West Was Won'~
Part 2.)
8:00-Channel 5: Meeting of
Minds (Dickinson, Attila the
Hun, Darwin, and Galilee.)
8:30-Channel 4: Movie
("Night Terror.")
IO:OO-Channel5: Soun·
dstage (Waylon Jennings, Jessi
Colter, and lohnny Rodri

·Ruth, the protagonist brought to
us in the first person, is the focal
point and the irksome shmuck
whose greed and callous determination makes you read the book
in hopes you'll find her a decrepid
crone in the poor house by the end.
The plot is simple: a woman falls
in love with the perfect Love Storytype hero, but dumps him on the
spur of the moment for the father
of her tutee, whom she has no more
affection for than a chair for a
table.
But he is rich, and now so is she.
So she spends the rest of her life
trying to figure out first, how she
can learn to love him. Second, how
to have both him and her hero. And
third, how she can have him, her
hero, and her children.
Rossner's cleverness and talent
comes out in the subplots she
weaves into the main story. A
strongly traditional set of Jewish
parents, a very rebellious brother, a
step daughter who loathes her, and
the ex-wife of her husband who
becomes her overseer despite her
bitchy, castrating exterior all lead
the story into a well-crafted, albeit
commercial, piece of literature.

commercial here!). ''Floresta"
approaches their fusion once or
twice ("Portrait of Julia" and
('Menino das Laranjas" have nice
rythmic colors and Woods paints
with his sax), but the basic overall
impression is simply lush, colorful
"sound-track" music-much like
Henry Mancini used to write;
except that l could dig Mancini in
my living room; with this disc one
needs the movie.

ffiini Classes
Siren Productions, Inc., a
women's organization is offering 17
courses beginning Feb. 7th. The
courses are· geared to aiding women
in their everyday lives toward an
understanding of themselves in a
changing world.
Included in the curricul urn are
"Women and 'the Law" taught by
Kathleen Winslow, a local lawyer, a
"Writing Workshop for Gay
Women," by instructor Sharon
Barba, who co-edited the books,
Rising Tides and Amazon Quarterly. "It's All Right to Be a
Woman," taught by Claire
Haberfeld, from the It's All Right
to be a Woman Theater in New
York, and "Applied Feminist
Politics," instructed by Betsy
Morris, who currently works with
Siren Productions.
Further information may be
obtained from Siren Productions,
Inc. 106 Girard SE, Suite 119.
Phone 265-3012.

~

Ptisonet
On Video Tape

Episode 3 A,
Episode 4 "The Schizoid ffi<:ln"
Februo.r_y 7 - 11
Continuousl_y 10:30 - 3 pm
meso. Lounge (Across from Prontos)

.
F.tee

Sponsored b_y ASUNm
And Student Activities

Ftee

Popejoy Hall.

HAMLET
German Film Version
Starring

Maximilian Schell
Dubbed in English
Wednesday, February 9 7:30p.m.
All Students, Fac/Staff $1.50
P.ublic $2.00
Tel. 277-3121
j

The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico
Popejoy Hall Presen~
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Watch For The
GRAND OPENING
of

"The Purple Room"

i

II

i

in the Student Union Building
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Featurinf!,

Live Entertamment
And

Delicatessen-Style fo~d

-

·Editorial Board

reftectthevl_e~ ofth9staff.,

areas are conspicuously cleaner
By Rafael Harpaz
New Mexicans are hitting the than in surrounding states, while,
bottle again-a& well as the can. beverage prices are no more exOn Jan. 25, House Majority Leader pensive. Indeed, an inspection of
drink
price.s
at
the
David Salman introduced a Bottle soft
Bill (Bill 118) into the State Albuquerque supermarkets shows
Legislature encouraging the use of that drinks in cans and throw-away
returnable beverage containers. If bottles are 45 to 70 per cent more
the bill is passed, New Mexico will expensive than in returnables. The
become the sixth state with such a · Oregon bill has resulted in a net inbill, joining the proud ranks of crease in jobs; the lack of bottle
Oregon, Vermont, South Dakota, manufacturing in New Mexico
should mean an increase here as
Michigan and Maine.
·
The bottle bill provides for a well.
Citizens Against Nonreturnables
minimum five cents deposit on all
cans and bottles containin~J beer or o {CAN) intends to lobby at the.
soft drinks. In effect, the bill per- legislative sessions for the passage
mits you to sell back your cans and · C5f the bottle bill. They have been
bottles so that they can be recycled collecting thousands of signatures
or washed and reused. In an ad- in a petition drive supporting the
ditional prov1s1on, detachable bill. On Saturday, February 12
openers would be eliminated-in {weather permitting), all concerned
addition to the litter problem which individuals are invited to join a Canthese pose, the aluminum tabs A-Than to collect cans and bottles
have injured and killed wildlife as from vacant lots and highways and
well as children. •
to bring them to the land adjoining
Our convenience, "throw-away" the new Albuquerque High {near 1society is a relatively recent 25 and Mountain Rd. NEJ where
phenomenon-wasn't so long ago
that we could purchase a couple of
DOONESBURY
hinges without the accompanying
cardboard and plastic bubble to
fiONeY, I f/N/SHW UP MY
keep them fresh. And as our gar·, II!<TIC/8 7WAY, 50 I 711/NK.
bage dumps expand, as our fuel
I'M (j(}f!JG 70 KNOCK
'o
and electricity usage climbs, we are
HffA{)
learning that our reserves of
SOUTH,
renewable resources· are rapidly
SIR?
being depleted. Reduced conf
sumption of these resources- by
choice or by the less flexible rules
of supply and demand-will play a
key role in slowing down the rate of
this depletion.
A shift in American patterns of
consumption to longer-lived,
reusable products would go a long
way in this direction-particularly
oa "2•7
in the beverage container industry,
which unleashes about 75 billion
cans and bottles into the market0
place yearly. These 75 billion conAT/lOMe? OH, SU/?8,
tainers represent over 2 million tons
/1./r; GCT HITSOMI?f/M65.
of steel and imported aluminum as
BUT N07H/N{j SPR/01/sLY Ot:BILITATIN6.
'
well as 1 to 2 per cent of the energy
I
used by all Amer.ican industries. A
d
national switch to returnables
would result in an energy savings
equivalent to the output of about
ten 1000 megawatt power plants.
Of the citizens of Oregon,. who
have lived with the bottle bill since
1g72, over 90 per cent enthusiastically support it, making it
the most popular piece of
legislatiaf"! ever enacted in the
state. Roadsides and recreation

flurry over Brazilian music (misnamed "bossa nova"); still, despite
the loss of understanding of true
samba forms (or more exactly, the
"distoi:tion" of same), there were
in the "jazz" world some fairly
interesting things done with it (best
exemplified, perhaps, by Charlie
Byrd, who had the deepest· understanding of it as well as the most
legitimate. adaptation. His work
with Getz notwithstanding. And
even Brubeck's ·"Bossa Nova
U.S.A.," which was less Brazil
than Brubeck, and more Jazz than
Samba-still, it was honest music
and as such attained its own worth.
Woods/Gunning and Co. have
come up with nothing remotely
similar to the "fusion" of Jazz,
Braziliam forms, and orchestration
this disc would have us believe it is.
The presence of British avantegarde trumpeter Kenny Wheeler is
misleading; (check his work with
Anthony Braxton! Creative there,

The

icf

Photo· Editor
WendeiiT. Hunt
Advertisinp Manager
Harry Chapman

on Friday and Saturday Nights
7:30p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Beginning February lith and 12th
Sponsored by ASUNMIPEC .

Monday, February 7, 8:15p.m. .
Tickets $9.00, 8.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00
ASUNM & GSA Students - V2 price
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Fouls. Down Wyoming

It

By David Belling
The shrill blast of whistles filled
the Pit.
Ii
Open 7 Days llam- 8pm
Officials,called 64 personal fouls
Complete Mexican Dinners
in the UNM-Wyoming basketball
game Saturday afternoon.
Call Ahead For Carry Out ·service
The Lobos controlled the game
from the opening tip-off as they
NE 242-0921
j ______ ! _ _ _ _1415
_ _ Central
_ _ _ _Ave.
_ _ ......,,_,_,_,_,_,..j
defeated Wyoming 93-78 in a
regionally teievised game.
The victory moved the Lobos
into a tie for second-place in the
Western Athletic Conference with
Arizona. Both teams are now 5-2 in
the WAC. The loss dropped
Wyoming's record to 4-3 in the
WAC.
The Lobos jumped out to .an
early lead in the game and the
Wyoming Cowboys were never able
to catch up. The Wolfpack built up
its early lead on aggressive defense
and Wyoming's im.tbility to get a
shot at the basket.

BUV1
GET1

Classifieds
·R~t~s: 15 cents per word per do.y, one dollo.r minimum. Advertisements run five or more consecutive do.ys with no cho.nges,
nine cents per word per do.y (no refunds If co.ncelled before five Insertions). Clo.sslfled o.dvertlsements must be po.ld In o.dvo.nce.
ffio.uon Ho.ll Room 1.31 or by mo.ll to : Clo.sslfled Advertising, UNffi
Box 20, Albuquerque, Nffi 87131.

Petsono.ls
CONTACTS?? CASEY 'OPTICAL Company, 255~
8736, tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photos, Lowest
price~ in town, Fa~t. pleasing. Call265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
ATTENTION PREMED STUDENTS; full Medical
School scholarships availnbie. Call Gene Henderson
in Albuquerque, (505) 766·2335 collect; or write:
Navy Medical Progranis Officer, PO Box 8667,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108. 2/18
NEW MCAT REGISTRA TlON materials now
available in the foyer of University College
Bulld!ng. 217
FREE PLANTS for having the newest craze: a plant
J'Brty, Call 255-8543 for information. 2/8
UNM BOOKSTORE TEXT RETURNS policy: last
day for spring semester text returns Feb. 12. You
must have sales receipt. You must have student I.D,
Books must be. in condition as purchased. 2111

FREE

Monday- Saturday
7:30- 8:30

Cosmic Charlie
UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good Place To Make Friends"

The Lobos never trailed in the
game as Willie Howard scored after
stealing the ball and Dan Davis
scored after he picked off a pass to
give the Lobos a 4-0 lead.
The biggest lead of the first half
for the Lobos was 14 points at 2915.
.
Neither team was able to play
their usual game bec~use .of all the
fouls called in the game. In the first
half the Cowboys were whistled for
18 fouls while the Lobos had 15
called on them.
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Lost & Fou.;d

Pho1o by Margaret V. Dowling

Lobo Willie Howard leaps above the Wyoming defender to
get off his shot. ·
Marvin Johnson scored nine
points and Michael Cooper scored
II to'lead the Lobo offense to a44-.
33 halftime lead.

------

6fadua,ing .Enginoor-s:
If our- boar-t's in
San Fr-aneiseo •••••

'

Mateo Island is hiPing!
Live in the heart of Northern California-America's most
famous work and play land. Ideal, smog-free climate,
short drive to the Golden Gate, the wine country, lots
morel
Work In a challenging environment ·at the West ~oast's
oldest and best-known naval institution, with unmatched
potential.for professional growth, reward and
recognition.

Get the facts on civilian career opportunities.
Contact your Placement Office.

Campus Interviews:
Tomorrow, February .8

!e~.~!~o!~I!~d Naval ShipJ8fd
An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Cl~izenshlp Requlr.ed

.
LOST: 5ma\l black & white cal. Long hair, kinks in

tail, female. Vicinity Coal & Columbia SE. Phone
268·4218. 2/8
FOUND: LIGHT DROWN PUPPY, mixed breed,
ncar UNM. Caii2SS~7435, after 3:30. 217
FOUND: KEY, north ·of Duck Pond, 1/31/77,
Describe and claim, rm. 131, Marron Hall. 219
lOST: STENOX TAPB RECORDER. Tuesday 212,
in Woodwan.l Hull, 101. Please contact Julie. 296·
0814. 2/10
LOST: BROWN LEATHER PURSE, Yole &
Central. Please return. Call · 255-3814 or 2555002. 2/9
FOUND: KEY. Describe & claim rm 131, Marron
Hall. 2/11

Poor field goal shooting and
turnovers hurt the Cowboys in the
first half. They only hit 34.2 per
cent and had 16 turnovers in the
half.
In the second half Wyoming
made its only run at the Lobos
when they scored six straight points
to pull within five points at 48-43
but then the Lobos came back to
score eight straight points and put
the game out of Wyoming's reach.
Wyoming committed 38 personal
fouls in the game, setting a WAC
record for most personal fouls in
one game by a.team. Four Cowboys
fouled out of the game and three
more finished the game with four
fouls.
The 38 fouls sent the Lobos to
the free throw line 46 times and
they hit 33 of. these for 71.7 per
cent. Turning in perfect performances at the line were Howard
with seven, Mark Felix with four
and Steve Davis with three free
throws.
Johnson was the leading scorer
for the Lobos with 21 points on six
field goals and nine of 11 from the
line. Cooper and Howard each
added 15 points and Billy Reid
added 10.
-Wyoming had five players
scoring in double figures with
Garry Phillips high-point man with
12.
Johnson was named the WACTV player of the week after the
game.
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Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma

lI
f.

. f

8 am to 5 pm
·Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Rent

Employment
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NEW SHIPMENT Of ISO Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French accessories. Some used bicycles. R.C.
Hallett's. 843·9378. 1fn
20 PORTABLE TV's: $30.00 to· $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 3/24
BARRY'S ELI!CIRONIC REPAlR, 206 San Pedro
SE, 265.0335. Color TV's & all elcctronieequipmcnt.
ID!fo discount ror students with IO's. Used TV's for
sale. 2/10
WATE£;R"B"E"D"s"":""w"'A"T"'E"R'"'T"'R'"I"'J>"s.-:J"4"'07;-C:;;o-n71o"ai"N"'E;:-.
Catering to student needs since 1971. Inexpensive
furniture. Student ~pedal: complete waterbed system,
$69.95. 2121
YAMAHA 125 TWIN-JET, 1968. Excellent con·
dition for age, $200.00, negotiable. 242~7508. 218
'69 FORD FAIRLANE, Arf•A/C.V-, $1100.00.
Paul Findley, 277-6116, 242-9851, tfn
ORUNDIG AM·FM·MPX STEREO: Consolo/8·
track, turntable, Like new, $100.00, 843-7422. 2/7
PORTABLE ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER with oaso,
Good working order, $40.00. 299·1938. 217
UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY: Co!orTV. Color&tint
(:ontrols, assume payments of $7.00 per month. New
warranty.
FOR R~PAIR BilL: :tigz.ag sewing machine. Makes
buttonholes, decorative stitches, blind hems. $27.00
cash or take over payments or$6.00. 255·7535. 2/7
CI-IRISTMAS LAYAWAYS: Unclaimed brand new
Sansui, Shcrwoodl Kenwood, lltonecr: turntables,
cassettes, S-track recorders. 400/1)·600/o off, while th~y
last. 255-75~5. 2/7
WILL SACRIFICE EQUITY: Repossessed Kirby
vacuum cleaner 1971. New guarantee. Assume
payments or$7.47 a month. 255~7534. 2/7
1974 MAZDA 'TRUCK: (rolaryh excellent conditfon,
27,000 miles. Fiberglass shell, dual tanks & wide
ovals. 298·5807, 2/9
1961 4WO INTERNATIONAL TRAVELALL, 3/4
ton. Call 277·5743. 2/9
PIMENTEL CLASSICAL GUITAR: W·l spooial.
Best offer. Giannini Classical, $100.00. Pat, 2Sfi·
1616. 211'0
lliG SALE: Brand name jeans "$6.9.5, any s"hirt In
store tit $5.00, sweaters (rom $5.00 up at California
Fashion OUtlet, 2318 Central S.E., 266-6872. Across
from campus, 2/8
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Sierra Club will host a talk/slide show on Chaco
Canyon. The meeting will be Thurs., Feb, 10 a1 7:30
p.m. in the Hospitality Room of the First Na~lonal
Bank., 5031 Central N.E.~is open to the public,
The Suicide Prevention .& Crisis Cenu:r of
Albuquerque will hold its regulnr winter training class
on Saturday and Sunday, February 19th and 20th.
These classes will be in the Lecture Hall, Bldg, 3,
UNM Psychiatry Dcparlmenl. For further in~
formation call265~7557.
The UNM Wagon Wheel Squ11re Dance Club is
dancing in the Hokona Hall Cellar every Thursday at
7:00p.m. Beginner's lessotlS start this Thursday. No
partner necessary.
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NEEDED
for
photographic assignment, Any "ethnic group. Send
photo(s) (returnable) or description to PO Box 5442,
Albuquerque, 8711.5. 2/8

UNINHIUITED

collegiate· crossword
John Wagner Productions
Is Offering A Course
In Modem Recording Technology.
If interested in enrollment
Call265-3441 or 296-2766

SKOWHEGAN SCHOOL OF PAINTING & SCULPTURE
Skowhegan, Maine
June 27- 1977- August 26
FACULTY
VISITING ARTISTS
Martha Diamond
Jennifer Bartlett
Cesar Domela
Grace Hartigan
Willard Midgette
Yvonne Jacquette
Susan Shatter
Lowell Nesbitt
Richard Stankiewicz
lsamu Noguchi
Fresco:
George Segal
William King
Robert Wilson
For Advance Students Limited Scholarships
Deadline: April 7
Full 9 Week Session Only

§
ACROSS

1 Lacking stiffness
5 '1 Perry Mason"

actress
g Miss Gabler
14 Matinee - 15 Kind of exam
16 --soup
17 Eclectic
19 Type of fish
.20 Simultaneously
(4 wds.)
22 Prison place
23 Departure
24 Barber shop items
27 Technique developed
by Freud
31 Sorrow
32 Blackjack command
{2 wds.)
33 Chemical suffiX
34 Beverly Sills'
forte
35 Houses in Seville
36 Dash
37 Author's outputs
(abbr.)
38 Musical maneuver

39 Heavy hammers
4D Door opening
42 Hit t h e 43 God of love
44 11 0arn it"
.45 - - remark
50 Shinbone
51 Having no more
space (3 wds.)
53 Distribute
54 No, in Nuremberg
55 Aware of
56 Orchestra section
57 Head inventory
58 Mae-DOWN

1 Fleur-de---

2 Concept
3 Shed

4 Excess

5 Vacation places

Ascend
Molten rock
Basic
Antagonistic
lD Antagonism
11 Per6
7
8
9

12 Deal out
13 Opposite of syn. ·
18 Tennis strokes
21 College events
24 Act
25 Concise
26 Poker bet
27 Path
28 Word said during a
toast
· 29 Together (2 wds.)
30 Common - 32 Piece of precipitation
35 Perform like Crosby
36 Suffers humiliation
(2 wds.)
38 Warnings of trouble
39 Recurrent theme
41 Sentence part
42 Orchestra leaders
44 Fasten ~gain
45 Accumulation
46 Competent
47 Mr. Long
48 First-class
49 Plenty
50 Seaman
52 Bon-

For Information : Joan Franzen, Director
329 East 68th Street, New York, N.Y. 10021
212 861-9270

GET YOUit MUG SHOT F!EE
7'

6'6"

6'

7" PIZZA OF YOUR CHOICE
BOWL OF TOSSED SALAD
&SOFT DRINK

.

$1.41

SEKIO!S :

• YOUR FACE IS OUR BUSINESS.
I
ATTHEYEARBOOKPHOTO
SESSION
1121 4th Stnet N.W:

1211 Mentgon1ery N.E.

llilntli-VAUE'I

comer of SAN pt:DfiO .ft MONTGOMEftY

346-2526

881-8464

>pti<'al Co.

flha/1 /)I'll g)
L11111a' a! \\'a.,hin~lon
255·(i:J2f)
.
.
.

I

Tto.vel

EUROPE/WORLDWJDE Academio discounts year
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year-round. Europe,
round. S,A,T.A. 4228 First, Tucker, GA. 30084,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. Ail fields, $500241·9082. 218
$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing, Free
inform.~ Write: International Job Center, Dept. NB,
Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 2/14
EARN $20,00 for 2 hour evening for inviting 10 or
more of your student friends to your apartment to sec t
products for your apartment demonstrated such as .
China, Crystal, Cookware, Silverware, Cutlery,
linens, etc, Apartment Plannin,s and ·En!erta!ning
Inc. Call collect. ask for Shirley. (317} 2594491. 2/18
rART TIME HElP WANTED; Sales clerk &
stocking. Must be over 21, graduate students o'nly.
Apply in person, no phone calls. Save-Way Liquor
Store, 5516 Mcnaul Blvd. NE, 2/18

Setvlces
DARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, lapc decks, stereo, am~
plinm, auto radios. Ins1all burglar alarms. !OCVo
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
'rV's for sale. 2/10
t
LSAT~MCAT EXAMS.
Prepare now. Call
Prorcs~ional Educators or Nc::w Mexico, 1nc, 8425200. tfn.
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
with skill and imagination. 898-5977. 2/11
MASSAGE: 298·47Ia, appts. only. 2123
TYPING: ALL TYPES, general, legal. Call Ruth,
266·4770. 217
TYPING: Fnst; accurate, reasonable. Spanish ~lso.
256-9679. 2/9
KEEP 'rHE HOME FIRES burning. Ever}'Oiic Deily
Dances nowJ 'rhe Blue Harcem. 255-1967. 217
WILL DO TYPING & some babysitting in my home.
296-1678, after' 12 p.m. 2/7
EXPERT TYPING: Dissertations, papers, resumes.
266-4567. 2/9
GUITAR LESSONS FOR beginning to intermediate
players, from UNM guitar major. Call 2473574. 2/10
SPANISH TUTORING and conversmion prac1icej
beginning lo advanced levels. Please call Bill, after S
p.m.,265-0643. 2111

\

Donor Center

NEW! CANON F'TD: black body w/Canon lens, FD,
50mm, f1.4, sse, and carrying case. New $346.00,
selling entire package $226.00. Call247·3817. 2/11
CR,OSS COUNTRY SKIS: 210em, Donna 2400's with
metal edges, Silvretta c;:tbiC binding, $85.00. George,
842,9434. 2/7
TWO VW studded snow tires, (5-60·15), $30.00.8363378,842-9218. 2/11
1968 CORONET: needs some work. $150.00, 2998537. 2/8
COlOR TV: ree~ntly rebuilt. Must go, priced to
move, 277-4980. 2118
MUST SELl SANSUI receiver, Garrard turntable,
Realistic speakers, $130.00. 265~5468. 2/8
AM-FM MPX STEREO built~in 8~track & snooze.
alarm. Sacrifice $100.001 will negotiate. 2655468. 2/8
'70 VW VAN: rebuilt engine with 3,000 miles,
$1 ,000.00. Call266·6042 after? p.m. 2/11

ROOM & BOARD: Responsible girl to Jive i11, Feb,~
May, (private room/bath), Care for 2 children, 7&8.
Mon-Fri, 2:J0-9p.m.4 blocks NE of UNM. 255~
7225. 2/8
t
J'IUDE MODELING: Female, attractive, Up to
! $250,00weekly. 1-6 p.m.,6103 Mcnaul NE, 2/B
TACO VILLA; part time positions now available.
' Please apply in person, after 7 p.m. at 2608 Central
S,E. 217
GRADUATE
ASSISTANTS
&
UN~
DBRGRADUATE ADVISORS-residence hall staff
For
applicants being sought, garn room, board, monthly
stipend, Graduate Assistants also receive tuition
A DELUXE 2 BEDROOM in luxUry complex, Only
waiver. Apply; A;>sociate Dean of Students Office, La
$220.00. l bedroom, $175,00,· Pools, saunas, party
Posada Hall. Deadline; March 4, 1977. 2111
roam. 883.9220. No pets, 217
PART-TIME WORK: Earn $400.00 monthly. Call
881-4585,1:00to3:00only, 2/11

/II (. U.\C'If
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SESSION DATES

LOCATION

Fcbruar)' 7

February 8
J:~bruury 9

C'ouncill~oom, N"l!W Mcxfcb Union
C'ounctr Room. New Mel\ reo Unron
('otJncU Room, N"~:w Mc,>~ico Union

8;30 • 1:00/i:OO • 5:00
8:30· t:00/2:00·5:00

· Fehroary tO
February 11

C'ouncil Room, New Mexico Union
C'ouneil Root.1, N"c:w Mexico Union

B;jO·I:00/2:00·5:00
B:JO • I :0012:00 ·4:00

10:00 ~ 1:00/2:00. 5:00

Stnkln; ~OIJ"Ij! by lht photo lmion1 1nydml durlns: thr hnurtlisttd 1bovt, Then: II nn charge to be phoins.r1phed
and indtrdrd 11'1 th~ )'Ur\o(lelio;.
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Report Asks Coal-Income Review
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-"Rental and advanced roy~ty
rates must be adjusted to take
account of the 350 per cent plus
increase in the price ·of New
Mexico's steam coal from 1912 to
1976.
.
-"Thestate should adopt a
comprehensive plan for the
development of its coal resources;
-"Included should be: Plans for
maximizing revenues in both the
lol}g and short term· from coal
production on state lands. A

By John Hunter

0

.g

competitors. The remainder
received only one bid or no bids at

According to a report, Public
aU.
...:I Land1 Private Profit, released by
Commissioner of public lands,
..Q the Southwest. Research and
Pete Lucero, said the state land
·~ Information
Center
m
office "can't control" the number
q .Albuquerque, the New Mexico
of bids received on any one tract of
.§ State Land Office loses apland..
~ proximately $3.2 million yearly in
Production royalties on these·
:::E potential revenue due to coallands
'have been raised over the
::: leasing policies that have not been
years, but since there has been
updated since 1912.
relatively
little production on these
~
John
Liebendorfer,
the
author
of
00
lands, the revenue generated
aJ the report, said "When auctioning
~ coa! leases, it (the state land office)
c.. has failed to establiSh minimum
bids and has leased valuable coal
land for as little as one cent, two
••• of the 2050 acres offered tor lease under comcents, and three cents per acre."
petitive bidding, only 3.4 per cent of the tracts were bid
The fu'ture-oriented report
on by two or more competitors. The remainder received
recommends the following:
only one bid or no bids at all.
'
-"That the state stop issuing
coal leases using rates established
65 years ago;
-"The state land office must be determination of lands that ate thereby has been negligible. The
required to determine the extent o~ suitable for coal production. Tracts other two revenue raising devices;
coal deposits under every tract of of land that will best serve the land rental and advanced royalty
land it wishes to offer coal leases people of New Mexico "in either fees have not been changed since
on;
ways should be exempt frqm coal their rates were established by the
Mining Act of 1912, and are not in
-"The state land offke must leasing."
establish minimum bids for every
line
with the provisions of the New
The
report
requests
a
tract of land offered for coal moratorium on coal leases until Mexico ·constitution, Liebendorfer
says.
leasing based on . the determined leasing policies are revised.
. value of the coal deposits:
Revenues generated from coal
The constitution states that "no
leases are explicitly allocated by law
sale
of or other disposal thereof (of
for the support of state universities
and public schools, as well as to the state's resources) shall be made
state program,s for the han- for a consideration less than the
value so ascertained, nor in any
the state land office case less than the minimum price
has issued coal leases covering hereinafter fixed ... "
140,000 acres of state lands. At
present, 70,628 acres of state land
The report further alleges that
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-The are under coal leases. "More than the situation outlined above has
FBI
investigated
Women's half of the totci.I 140,000 acres encouraged speculation on New
Liberation groups for at least four leased since 1973 were leased for Mexico land by energy companies,
years up to 1973 and compiled a file less than $2.67 an acre," the report and that 70 per cent of these state
on the politics and sexual says. It adds that tracts have.been lands are held by seven major outpreferences of activist women put up for auction that were not of-state companies. Liebendorfer
said, "It is clear that some of the
across the nation, the Los Angeles suitable for coal-production.
Times reported Sunday.
Competitive bidding is employed world's wealthiest energy corThe story from the Times' is leasing state land to increase porations are profiting at the exWashington Bureau said that a potential revenues the land office pense of New Mexico's ci'tizens."
1377-page report made public said. However, of the 2050 acres
Today, oil and gas production
through a request under the o:fe~ed for lease under competitive
Freedom of Information Act was btddmg, only 3.4 per cent of the account for approximately 90 per
censored to eliminate the names of . tracts were bid on by two or more cent of the revenues generated by
informants and of some, but not
all, of the individuals investigated.
The late FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover ordered the collection of
the information over the objections
of some field offices and the investigation continued until after his
death in May 1972, the Times said.
The Washington, Chicago and
San Francisco offices of the FBI
protested to Hoover that there were
not sufficient national security
grounds to conduct the .investigation but Hoover overruled
them.
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The New

'·

Lucky's Pizza · · ··
$1.00off any large'
or medium Pizza or
Lasagna purchase ·
Please present this c~upon
~513 Central NE, 256-9953

Total

Ex~erience.

Here For Hair
His or Hers

25°/o Off
Haircut, Style
and Body Wave
With
JCU\.<oout_lD

.....,

__

------ -

Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look
25% Off Regular Price With Your Student ID
Tot~/ Experience In The First Plaza Ga/eria
3rd and Tijeras
243-7771
Ami Now Our New Location To Serve You
2403 San Mateo N.E. 268-4301

Paid Advertisement

Speed Reading Course To
:Se Taught In Albuquerque

I

~pproximately Half the Price ~f

We would like to have proposals from undergraduate students fqr 1
one credit hour undergraduate seminars for Fall semester 1977-78. 1
The subject matter for the course should be int~rdisciplinary, or 1
at least such that it w?u~d not b~ offered by a regular departm~n~. (
1
Classes are normally hmited to fifteen students, and the emphasis Is 1
on discussion and active student participation. Students making a 1
> proposal must find a suitable qualified instructor.
) Propos~ ~ould be made on a form which is available, together
) with furtner inf~:mation and guidelines for proposals at the Honors (
1 Center (west wing, ground floor, Humanities Building).
1
)

(.\'ex I dot-J r to Casnrliexall D ru.g)
Loma., at \\' ashington 2.'5.'5-6.'329

.

I

-- -

.J

)

Casey Optical Co. .

The report will be presented this
week to the legislature for consideration by New Mexico Citizen's
for Clean Ai.· and Water.

The
United
States
procedures and a tuition
Heading Lab is offering
that is much less than
their famous speed reading
similar courses.
course to a limited number
These meetings will be
of qualified people here in
held in room 231-E of the
the Albuquerque area. The
Student Union Building on
average person who comthe University of New
pletes this course will read
Mexico Campus, with the
five to eight times faster,
exception _of the Tb ursday,
and with substantially imFebruary 3, meetings
proved comprehension and
which will be.held in room
better concentration.
· 231-A. The . first meeting
This famous course has
will be held Wednesday,
taught many thousands of
February 2, at o: 30 and
people to read over a
8:30p.m. Additional
thousand
words
per
meetings will be held
minute with the ability to
Thursday and Friday,
understand and retain
February 3 and 4 at 6: 30
what they ha~e read much .
and 8:30 p.m., and Saturmore effectively. The
day
at
10:30 a.m.
average graduate can read
Meetings will also be held
most novels in less than one
Monday and Tuesday
hour. For more complete
February 7 and 8 at (): 30
details about this famous
and 8:30 p.m. The final
speed reading course be
meetings will be held ·wedsure· to attend one. of the
nesday, l<'ebruary !:J, at
free one hour orientation
6:30 and again a!: 8:30
lectures that have been
p.m.
sched led. These lectures
Classes are .limited and
are open to the public,
class places will be filled
above the age of 13 (peron a first come Hrst served
sons under 1,8 shoulcl be acbasis onlv. Be sure to at~
companied by a pm .. 1t if
tend the. earliest meeting
possiblt!), and the c_ourses
possible to insure a class
will be explained in com~
place. Group rates are
pletc detail; including class · available upon request.
schedules. , instructio-n

STUDENT PROPOSALS

I

E~ i.·gla:,sl'~ or Con't.ic~ Lens(~~
.
Fhst servic_e, quality and
st ~·Ie at reasonable cost

Commenting on the advanced
royalty system criticized. in the
report, Lucero said that no other
state has such an arrangement and
that New Mexico has collected
$977,000 from the advanced royalty
system.

di~~~~:di973,

-

...

leasing of state lands. The State
Geologist's Office, 1 however,
projects that oil production may be
down 65 per cent, and natural gas
may be down as much as SO per cent
by 1985, leaving New Mexico ·
dependent chiefly upon returns
from its coal resources. If current
rental and royalty policies are
maintained th~ state will be losing
between $4.8 and $8.8 million
annually, the report says.
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Other Leading Speed Reading Courses .

'

